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The Milk
Check

TOM JUBCHAK
County Agent

Suggestion Box

As 1 have participated in
meetings to explain the milk
marketing proposal to producers,
it has been interesting to hear the
suggestions on what shouldbe done
to correct the current marketing
problem.

1 should have taken a
“suggestion box” to the meetings
to get them all but I can easily’
remember those that were most
often made. Of course, there are
still some producers who don’t
believe there is a marketing
problem and others who concede
there’s trouble but believe it isn’t
their problem Whether or not the
marketing proposal is approved, I
hope the producers will remember
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some of the suggestions they made
and work on them in the future
with or without set aside financing.

High on the list of suggestions is
milk quality improvement.
Everything from increasing the
present mmimums for butterfat
and solids to requiring
refrigeration for participation in
the school lunch program.

Shutting off imports is usually
suggested without realizing that
they are equivalent to only about
two percent of our production. But,
every little bit helps

Fighting the “cholesterol stuff”
is important to many who even feel
doctors aren’t as informed as they
should be.Right behind cholesterol
comes misleading oleomargarine

Patz gives you str
plus reliable long-
performance.

Culling Costs

Examine the Patz features
that provide dependability.
Choice of two link sizes to
match your needs
Progression forging builds
extra strength into hook-and-
eye link contact points Final
heat treating increases
hardness, strength and wear
resistance Patz links
withstand corrosion for long
chain life

Select 2" steel angle flites for
solid manure or 4-inch high
flites for slurry manure Flites
are welded to Patz links, and
steel wear shoes on the flites
protect gutter and chain
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ads and losses to mutation dairy
products, especially cheese.

From more knowledgeable
producers comes the suggestion of
changing seasonal incentives to
reduce the sprmg flush ofmilk that

. is anannual marketing problem.
Among the strongest and most

often heard suggestion, however,
is supply management. The idea

I that somehow, some way,
producers will have to do
something to keep milk production
in line with sales even while they
are expanding markets. Solutions
suggested include everything from
production quotas as part of the
price support program to in-
centives for culling cows.

Most interesting is the idea that
any or all of the suggestions made
could be part of a dairy promotion
program now or in the future but
only if producers want them and
work for them.

The idea of cow culling in-
centives came up so often along
with the question, “what would it
cost,” that I was tempted to find
out.

Here in Pennsylvania, we’re
producing 26 percent more milk
than we’re consuming, so we would
have to cull 187,000 of our 721,000
cows.

If we have 40 heifers in waiting
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tor every 100 milk cows, like the
national average, we’ll have to
considerthem also.

Assuming a normal 25 percent
annual culling rate, we would still
have about 167,000 head to send to
the butcher. If a $lOO incentive on
top of the beef price would be
enoughto getthe ]ob done, thenthe
cost would be about $26 million
more than the money expected if
the marketing proposal is ap-
proved. So it doesn’t look as
promising in Pennsylvania as
expandingmarkets.

However, if you could sell the
idea nationally, it might work.
Here you have only a 10 percent
surplus, so you have to sell only 1.1
million cows and 2.5 million heifers
for onlj $3OO million That’s a lot of

Heavy-duty link (left) and extra-
heavy-duty link (right) for extra-long
chains

Four-tooth drive sprocket
drives every link ...not every
other one or every third
one but, every link Each
sprocket tooth drives each
link behind the hook, the
link’s thickest and strongest
point The 4-tooth drive
sprocket reduces stress on
the drive unit

Phone 717 394-3047
or 717-6261164

money but not nearly as much as
the $l.B billion spent last year for
dairy price supports.

The problem, of course, is what
do you do with all that beef? Beef
prices are worse than milk prices
and you only would be trading
problems without reaching a
solution. (.JJ)

Beef producers wouldn’t stand
for it because they have per capita
consumption problems even more
serious than milk producers. Many
beef producers are already having
second thoughts about the
referendum they defeated two
years ago and wish they had a
second chance.

Perhaps you can learn from
them.
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Three drive unit sizes match
your gutter length, allow
expansion The 2,3, 5 and 10
HP caoacitor electric motors
match one of three drive units
for your requirements You
get versatility and flexibility

V-belt and roller chain
reducers start easily Corner
wheel top-and-bottom flanges
guide chain around the
corner Examine the many
Patz gutter cleaner features
that add up to, increased
reliability

Buy or lease: Leasing Patz
equipment may be more
profitable for you Ask your
Patz dealer for details

Patz
Performance

Strong as Steel

FARM INSURANCE
* Farm Liability & Fire
* Fleet, Auto and Truck
* Long Haul Truck
* Filings and Fuel Oil Bonds
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GOOD'S AGENCY

236 E Mam Street
New Holland, PA 17557

717-354 9641
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GEORGE HEATH
472 Woodcn*st Dr . Mechamcsburg PA 17055

717-737 0002

ALEXANi iRIA
MAX ISENBERG
814-669-4027
BALLY
LONGACRE
ELECTRIC
215-845-2261

BEDFORD
BENCE FARM
EQUIPMENT
814-623-8601

BELLEVILLE
MACLAY & SON
717-935-2101
CAMP HILL
LLOYD SULTZBAUGH
717-737-4554

MILTON
LANDIS FARMSTEAD
AUTOMATION
717-437-2375
PIPERSVILLE
MOYER
FARM SERVICE
215-766-8675

CHAMBERSBURG

tUARRYVILLE
UNICORN FARM
SERVICE
JAMES E LANDIS
717-786-4158

CUMBERLAND FARM
& DAIRY INC
717-263-1965

TERRE HILL
TERRE HILL
SILO CO INC
215-445-6736

MARYLANDDEALERS
HAGERSTOWN. MD
TRI-STATE
FARMAUTOMATION
301-790-3698

HAMBURG
SHARTLESVILLE

KENNEDYVILLE.MD

215-488-1025

PINDER SERVICE CO
301-348-5263
LINEBORO. MD
WERTZ GARAGE, INC
301-374-2672
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